Comparison of criteria for assigning germ cell tumor patients to "good risk" and "poor risk" studies.
To evaluate the potential effect of patient selection on chemotherapy trials for patients with advanced germ cell tumors (GCT), four sets of eligibility criteria for poor risk trials were compared in 118 patients. A significant difference was found in the number of patients designated poor risk by the various criteria (P less than .005). Disagreement in the risk assignment by the various selection criteria was seen in 44% of patients. Initial complete response (CR) rates in patients designated poor risk by the various criteria ranged from 38% to 62%. Initial CR rates as high as 94% were seen in patients considered to be poor risk by one set of criteria, but good risk by another. Substantial differences in sensitivity, specificity, overall predictive value, and survival distributions were observed for the various selection criteria. Randomized trials will be necessary to reduce the influence of eligibility criteria on trial outcome and conclusions.